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STORY PROBLEMS

VS

• Billy and Suzie are building a
snowman. After 5 minutes of work
they have a snowball with diameter
12 inches. Two minutes later, the
snowball has diameter 16 inches.
What % has the volume changed?

AAPS
Answer the question posed in
@MathInTheNews 's tweet from July
14, 2015:
• New Horizons says Pluto's diameter
is 1473mi, 50mi larger than believed.
What % does that change its volume
estimate?

Story Problems

AAPs

Toy Scenario

Realistic Scenario

No one wants to know the answer

Scientists or politicians or
homeowners want to know the
answer
Uses material from the section and
other material

Uses material from the section

May be an easier way to obtain the Hard/impossible to find answer
answer (ex measure directly)
without doing math
Ideally, only about 10% harder

ANOTHER EXAMPLE AAP
On April 20, 2010 the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig exploded initiating the worst
oil spill in US history. It was important to estimate the volume of oil spewing out
each day, but it is hard to measure such high volume flow directly. Suppose that
the spilled oil is cylindrical in shape and a uniform thickness of 1mm [AMSA]. On
day 9 of the spill the area of the spill was 13,000 km2 [TIME] and the radius of the
spill was increasing at a rate of 743 meters per day[NBC].
a) At what rate was the volume of the spill increasing on the 9th day?
b) How quickly was the oil spewing out on the 9th day?
c) BP's official estimates of the flow rate were 160 to 790 m3/day [WIKI], how
accurate were their estimates?

WHY GIVE AAPS
• Students hate story problems but want to know “when will I ever use this?”
• Employers want these skills (and when you tell students that it motivates
them).
• Doing authentic problems also improves skill in rote problems [BOA]

• Fun for you
• For new faculty-its an innovation you can do whenever you have time, no big
upfront commitment.

CAUTIONS ABOUT AAPS
• Students get frustrated, but are satisfied afterward.

• Can take a long time to make (1-4 hours for one worksheet problem)
• Making them can be addictive
• If you want to make a problem about a certain type of function, say
quadratic its hard to find data that has the right shape.
• Don’t forget to cite your sources—set a good example.
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SOURCES OF AAPS AND OTHER GOOD
PROBLEMS
• My blog: http://blogs.udmercy.edu/archeyde/
• Mathematics and Social Justice: Modules for the Classroom (Eds. Karaali,
Gizem and Khadjavi, Lily) to appear from MAA press.
• Nasa http://www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/index.html

WHERE TO FIND IDEAS FOR AAPS
• News
• Social media

• Adjust text book problems
• Data sets or graphs
• Articles on things that interest you
• Non fiction books
• Talk to people in other fields

WHERE TO PUBLISH AAPS
• I don’t know, suggestions welcome
• I got two in as book chapters

• I put mine on my blog http://blogs.udmercy.edu/archeyde/
• I’m thinking about writing a book, if you’d like to contribute let me know

AAPS CAN BE VERY SIMPLE

• This appeared on my Facebook wall.
What does it say? What's the point?

ANOTHER EXAMPLE

ANOTHER EXAMPLE
The function 𝒇(𝒙) = 𝟒. 𝟓𝟐𝟒𝟐𝒍𝒏(𝒙) + 𝟑𝟑. 𝟕𝟕𝟒 can be used to predict the life
expectancy at birth 𝒇(𝒙) in a country where the GDP per capita is 𝒙 US
dollars. (Data from [WRI] and [WHO])
a) Use the model above to predict the life expectancy at birth in a country
where the GDP per capita is $40, 000.
b) North Korea does not publish the information which is usually used to
determine GDP [CIA]. However, in North Korea, life expectancy at birth is
63.8 years[CL]. According to the model, what is the likely GDP per capita of
North Korea?

QUESTIONS OR ANSWERS
•
•
•
•

Where can I publish AAPs?
Where can I find AAPs?
Do you want to contribute to my book of AAPs?
Any suggestions for AAPs on?
• Graph Transformations
• Trig graphs
• Parallel and perpendicular lines
• Piecewise functions

